There are 125 points total. (At 5 pts. = 1%, the first exam is 20% and this is 25%.)

1. (30 pts.) The number of binary trees of size $n$ is given by $b_1 = 1$ and by the recursion

$$b_n = b_1 b_{n-1} + b_2 b_{n-2} + b_3 b_{n-3} + \cdots + b_{n-1} b_1$$

for $n > 1$.

(a) In some sort of pseudocode or code, write a dynamic program to compute $b_n$.

(b) Analyze your algorithm to determine the complexity category of its running time.

(Show your work.)

2. (35 pts.) Indicate whether true or false. Beware of guessing:

   correct answer +5pts.  incorrect answer -3pts.  no answer 0pts

(a) ___ Greedy algorithms are called “greedy” because they often take a lot of time.

(b) ___ Usually it is harder to prove that a greedy algorithm is correct than it is to prove that a divide and conquer algorithm is correct.

(c) ___ There is a good greedy algorithm for the 0-1 Knapsack Problem.

(d) ___ It is usually very difficult to determine the complexity category of the average running time of a backtracking algorithm.

(e) ___ Kruskal’s algorithm (choose best non-cycle edge) is better than Prim’s (choose best tree edge) when the graph has relatively few edges.

(f) ___ Since the recursion in Problem 1 above is linear, it can be solved by the method for linear equations in Appendix B.

(g) ___ Dynamic programming uses a top-down approach.

MORE
There are 2 copies of the graph so you'll have a spare.

**Edges are labeled with upper case letters.**

3. (20 pts.) Recall that Kruskal’s algorithm greedily adds edges in a way that avoids cycles. For the graph shown above, list the edges in the order chosen by Kruskal’s algorithm.

4. (20 pts.) Recall that Dijkstra’s algorithm finds the shortest path from $v_1$ to all other vertices by adding edges to closest points. For the graph shown above, each edge is bidirectional; that is, you can travel on either direction on it for the same cost. List the edges in the order chosen by Dijkstra’s algorithm.

5. (20 pts.) An algorithm can sometimes be made faster by computing additional data; that is, data that was not asked for in the problem.

Three algorithms you have studied that do this are: (i) Prim’s algorithm for minimum spanning trees, (ii) Dijkstra’s algorithm for single-source shortest paths, and (iii) an algorithm maximum sum of contiguous sublists.

Pick any **ONE** of these, indicate which you picked, and describe additional data that is computed. (If you do more than one, only the first will be graded.)